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that congress may control the mere
ownership of stock in a state corporation, engaged in interstate commerce,
It does not contend that congress can
control the organization or mere ova-ersh- ip
of state corporations, authorized by their charters to engage in interstate and international commerce."
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was to restrain such commerce. Nor
can this court, in reason, say that such
a rule is prohibited by the constitution
or is not one that congress could appropriately prescribe when exerting
its power under the commerce clause
of the constitution. Whether the free
operation of the normal laws of competition is a wise and wholesome rule
for trade and commerce is an ern- nomic question which this court need
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Justico Holmes, in his dissenting
opinion contended that the anti-trustatute is "'of a criminal nature, and
ot

--

said:

"It is in vain to insisc that this is
not a criminal proceeding. The woids
cannot be read one way in a suit

which is to end in fine and imprisonment and another way in one whlcn
seeks an injunction. I am no friend of
artificial interpretations because tho
statute is of one kind rather than another, but all agree that before a statute is to be taken to punish that
which always has been lawful it must
express its intent in clear words, ao
I say we must read the words beforo
us as if the question were whether
two small exporting grocers should go
to jail."
Referring to the popular impression
concerning the intention of the antitrust law, Justice Holmes said:
"There is a natural feeling that
somehow or other the statute meant
to strike at- - combinations gieat
enough to cause just anxiety on the
part of those who love their country
more than money, while it viewed
such little ones as I have supposed
with just Indifference. This notion,
it may be said, somehow, breathes
from the pores of the act, although it
seems, to be contradicted in every way
by the words in detail. And it has
occurred, to me that it might be that
when a combination reached a certain
size it might have attributed to it
more of the character-- of a monopoij,
merely by virtue of its size, than
would be attributed to a smaller one.
I am quite clear that it is only in connection with monopolies that size
could play any part."
Justice White, In considering the
question of power, held that the point
at issue really was whether congressional supervision extends to the regulation of the- - ownership of stock &
railroads, which is, fie said, not commerce at all. He dwelt on the nece--

--

for observing this distinction. He
announced his opinion to.be that
in a state corporation ca-

ssity

ip

stock-ownersh-

be said to. be in any sense traffic
between tile .stages or intercourse between them.
Power to control l&8
ownership of interstate railroads w
contended necessarily would erahvace
nnot

--

their organization. "Hence It would
result," said the justice, "that to
.'

would bo in tho power of congress
abrogate every such railroad cbarlw
granted by the state from the begin
ning if congress deemed that tw
rights conferred by such state cwp
ters tended to restrain commerce w
tween, the states or to create a monop
oly concerning the same."
,,
Ho held that by tho majority 0
ion congress could forbid tho organ
zatioh of all labor associations, AJJ
that the doctrine must in reason HJJ
to a 'concession of tho right in coj
tude, the .character .and capacity
J Poraont.
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